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Abstrakt (česky)

Práce se soustředí na vybrané oblasti biomedicínského výzkumu, které mo-
hou profitovat ze současných výpočetních infrastruktur vybudovaných ve
vědecké komunitě v evropském a světovém prostoru. Teorie výpočtu, pa-
ralelismu a distribuovaného počítání je stručně uvedena s ohledem na po-
čítání v gridech a cloudech. Práce se zabývá oblastí výměny medicínských
snímků a představuje propojení Gridového PACS systému s existujícími dis-
tribuovanými systémy pro sdílení DICOM snímků. Práce se dál zaměřuje na
studium vědy týkající se lidského hlasu. Práce představuje vzdálený způsob
přístupu k aplikaci pro analýzu hlasu v reálném čase pomocí úpravy pro-
tokolů pro vzdálenou plochu a pro přenos zvukových nahrávek. Tento dílčí
výsledek ukazuje možnost využití stávajících aplikací na dálku specialisty
na hlas.

Oblast lidské fyziologie a patofyziologie byla studována pomocí pří-
stupu tzv. systémové biologie. Práce přispívá v oblasti metodologie mo-
delování lidské fyziologie pro tvorbu komplexních modelů založených na
akauzálním a objektově orientovaném modelovacím přístupu. Metody pro
studium parametrů byly představeny pomocí technologie počítání v gridech
a v cloudech. Práce ukazuje, že proces identifikaci parametrů středně kom-
plexních modelů kardiovasculárního systému a komplexního modelu lidské
fyziologie lze významně zrychlit při použití cloud computingu a dobrých
výsledků lze dosáhnout v rozumném čase. Tato metoda umožňuje aplikovat
parametrické studie ve fyziologickém a biologickém výzkumu. Toto může
zlepšit praktické použití matematických modelů a identifikaci parametrů ve
zdravotní péči do budoucna.

Klíčová slova: gridové počítání, počítání v cloudu, výpočetní fyziologie,
odhad parametrů, výměna medicínských snímků, analýza hlasového sig-
nálu
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Abstract

This thesis focuses on selected areas of biomedical research in order to
benefit from current computational infrastructures established in scientific
community in european and global area. The theory of computation, paral-
lelism and distributed computing, with focus on grid computing and cloud
computing, is briefly introduced. Exchange of medical images was studied
and a seamless integration of grid-based PACS system was established with
the current distributed system in order to share DICOM medical images.
Voice science was studied and access to real-time voice analysis applica-
tion via remote desktop technology was introduced using customized pro-
tocol to transfer sound recording. This brings a possibility to access current
legacy application remotely by voice specialists.

The systems biology approach within domain of human physiology and
pathophysiology was studied. Modeling methodology of human physiol-
ogy was improved in order to build complex models based on acausal and
object-oriented modeling techniques. Methods for conducting a parameter
study (especially parameter estimation and parameter sweep) were intro-
duced using grid computing and cloud computing technology. The identifi-
cation of parameters gain substantial speedup by utilizing cloud computing
deployment when performed on medium complex models of cardiovascular
system and complex models of human physiology. This makes such kind
of study applicable in order to perform identification of physiological sys-
tem in reasonable time for physiological and biological research and good
results are available in a reasonable time. This can improve practical usage
of mathematical models in healthcare.

Keywords: grid computing, cloud computing, computational physiol-
ogy, systems biology, parameter estimation, medical image exchange, voice
signal analysis
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1. Introduction
Grid computing is usually defined as sharing computational and data stor-
age resources across organizational boundaries which can give a user much
more computational or storage capacity. Grid computing in contrast to com-
mon distributed computing focus on large-scale resource sharing. The tech-
nology under grid computing provides access to a computational resources
in a federated way, while preserving some rights of the owner. Require-
ments, standards and architecture, were proposed and published, e.g., by
Foster et al. [1, 2] and such infrastructures are currently distinguished as
"service" grids. It’s non-trivial task to maintain scientific grid, thus special-
ists from the so-called national grid initiatives (NGI) maintains and coop-
erates with similar grid initatives of other countries. In Europe these are
coordinated, e.g., by European Grid Infrastructure (EGI). One of the largest
project computed in these grid infrastructures are related to experiments of
high-energy physics in order to process a large number of observed data in
a reasonable time [3]. The Worldwide Large Hadron Collider Computing
Grid (WLCG) was designed to store and process almost 30 PetaBytes of data
per year in the period of 2009-2013 [4].

Another approach to grid computing is joining desktop computers from
an individual user to form a voluntary or desktop grid. It was popularized
by a project that tries to identify uncommon signals from space to search for
extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI@Home)1[5]. And general-purpose frame-
works were built in order to facilitate the development of projects that use
a similar philosophy of computing on desktop computers, e.g., BOINC [6]
and others.

In recent years, the development of virtualization technologies has en-
hanced the availability of services that are provided by grid computing. It
has additionally enabled an evolution of the so-called cloud computing, in
which computing resources can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This implicates

1http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/
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important feature of cloud-computing – elasticity – ability to scale up and
down computing resources when required [7]. The cloud computing is pro-
vided in several models, however, currently the scientific infrastructures of-
fer mainly Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which offers the whole virtual
infrastructure including virtual machine and network accessible for user per
request.

Applications that are computed within a grid or cloud infrastructure can
be characterized by the quantity of tasks being performed, the size of the
input data and the communication that needs to be carried out between
concurrent tasks. And using such characterization three main categories of
the application model are recognized.

• The term High Throughput Computing (HTC) is used for computa-
tion in which tasks take a long time. These are relatively loosely cou-
pled and resources are used over a long period of time. Performance
or capacity is usually mentioned in operations or CPUs per month or
year. Grid computing focus mainly on HTC.

• The High Performance Computing (HPC) is usually characterized as
a small number of tasks which need to communicate quite often. The
tasks are relatively tightly coupled and can take shorter time than
HTC. Performance is measured in operations per second (FLOPS) [8,
9]. The grid computing or cloud computing infrastructure can involve
HPC servers or clusters.

• Many Task Computing (MTC) aims to bridge HTC and HPC. While
the computation usually takes a shorter amount of time, the data ex-
change is in MB rather than in GB and it involves computing much
more heterogeneous problems, which are not "happily" parallel [10].

With respect to technology development available in scientific infras-
tructures, this thesis focus not only on grid computing but also on cloud
computing technology, which were available for scientific computing within
grid infrastructures since 2012.
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2. Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this thesis is that the technologies that relate to grid com-
puting and cloud computing may improve the processing of medical in-
formation in order to perform demanding tasks that are almost impossible
or require onerous effort to achieve, using classical local or institutional re-
sources.

The particular goals of this thesis are:

• To study the latest achievements in the field of exchanging medical im-
ages and possible improvements using the grid computing and cloud
computing technology.

• To identify use cases in other fields of biomedicine which are suit-
able to utilizing the power of grid computing and cloud computing
infrastructure.

• To develop and test the prototype application that utilizes grid or
cloud technologies.

This thesis tries to discuss the hypothesis in different areas of biomedical
research and its application which were identified during the work. (1) the
exchange and processing of medical images, (2) the analysis of human voice
and (3) the modeling and simulation of human physiology.

It tries to find answers to the following additional questions:

• Is it beneficial to utilize grid computing and cloud computing technology for
the processing of medical information and how do we do this?

• What are the limitations of processing medical information in grid or cloud?

• How can the grid computing and cloud computing influence the direction of
biomedical research? There was an idea that grid computing technol-
ogy inspires the current architecture of distributed systems, e.g., ex-
changing medical images, and influences the direction of information
systems in hospitals.

9



CHAPTER 3. METHODS

3. Methods
From a computer science (informatics) point of view, it is assumed that the
processing of medical information is, in general, a computational problem,
which is understood as a task that can be solved by a computer. An al-
gorithm is a set of operations that is used to accomplish tasks and solve
problems. The important features of an algorithm are effectivity (what is
the time complexity of the algorithm regarding the size of input data) and
scalability (how far can an algorithm benefit from parallel computing). Grid
computing and cloud computing brings a technology that enables parallel
computing in a large amount of shared computers, servers or cluster of
servers introduces large speedup of computation and can decrease the time
of computation substantially. However, problems solvable by algorithms
with exponential time complexity (e.g. NP-hard or NP-complete) can’t be
addressed by any large scale infrastructure [11]. Therefore, additional non-
exact methods for such type of problems are used to obtain at least some so-
lution including heuristic method (eliminate some steps or solution classes
that seems to not go to optimal solution), randomization (pseudo random
values are generated and statistical methods can be used to compute ex-
pected optimal value) and others.

3.1 Sharing Medical Images

The DICOM standard1 was used as a joint protocol to integrate grid-based
system Globus MEDICUS [12] with current production system MEDIMED
for sharing medical images among different hospitals [13], which is based
on common distributed system with central cluster. Globus MEDICUS [12,
14] implements a DICOM Grid Interface Service (DGIS) and integrates the
open-source PixelMed™ Java DICOM Toolkit2 into a web service, commu-
nicating via the DICOM protocol. Furthermore, it forwards queries to the

1DICOM: http://dicom.nema.org/ accessed January 2015
2http://www.pixelmed.com/ accessed February 2015
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS

underlying services within Globus toolkit. The console application of the
MEDIMED project can be interconnected via DICOM protocol with local
Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) and selected DICOM
studies can be sent/retrieved to another institution connected to the MED-
IMED project.

3.2 Voice Science

The software for parameterized Voice Range Profile (ParVRP) and Voice
Range Profile in Real time (RealVoiceLab) was already developed and cal-
ibrated for selected types of microphones in an MS Windows platform by
Fric et al. [15, 16]. Its implementation is carried out in an MATLAB environ-
ment, utilizing Signal Processing Toolbox3. It is compiled with a MATLAB
Compiler and distributed as an executable. To migrate this legacy appli-
cation into distributed environment, the virtualization can be used with a
protocol to control an application remotely. Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)
is a proprietary protocol that is used for desktop sharing. It was primarily
developed in a Microsoft Windows platform, however, today, clients and
servers exist for several other platforms. RDP itself contains the redirection
of several services, e.g., audio, sound recording, drive access, etc.

3.3 Computational physiology

A mathematical formalization of the fundamental knowledge and relation
among a biological system – a mathematical model - is used as a base ab-
straction in order to utilize the current discoveries of the genomics and
proteomics. It is also used to formalize the knowledge and construct a
"Physiome Model". By definition, a model is the simplification of a complex
reality. Constructing the models and integrating them into a complex en-
tity, which can be used for further purposes, is schematically illustrated in

3http://www.mathworks.com/products/signal/ accessed February 2015
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the scientific process. The experiments
produce data that are interpreted and a hypothesis is formalized as a model.
Validation compares the model simulation with the experiment, if the model
satisfies the criteria – if it is in agreement with real experiments – then the
validated model can be used for other purposes.

There are used several technologies in order to implement a formalized
model of physiology. Within the work of this thesis a Modelica language
was choosen, because it was identified as robust to maintain most complex
models of human physiology in understandable way [17]. Additionally, a
library Physiolibrary developed by Matejak et al. (21.) was enhanced and
used especially within the hydraulic domain components as listed in Table
3.1.

Once the model is formalized and constructed, a further problem is to
estimate the model parameters so that the model reproduces a real world
system. Without any further knowledge about the model, the problem of
parameter estimation (or system identification) was shown to belong to the
NP-complete problems [18], which implies that the best known exact algo-
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS

Icon Description
Acausal hydraulic connectors – the MODELICA tool generates "Kirch-
hoff law" analogy for all non-flow variables p1..pn (pressure) and "flow"
variable q1..qn (flowrate):
p1 = p2 = ... = pn∑n

i=1 qi = 0
Hydraulic Resistor–characterized by G–conductance parameter (recipro-
cal value of resistance G = 1/R) and defined by relation among quantities
from both hydraulic connectors, q–flowrate and (pout − pin) –pressure
gradient:
q = G ∗ (pout − pin)

Elastic compartment–characterized by parameters: C–compliance (recip-
rocal value of elastance C = 1/E), V0–unstressed volume, p0–external
pressure. The relation among p–pressure, V–volume and q–flowrate are:

p− p0 =

{
0 if V<V0
V−V0

C otherwise
dV
dt = q

Valve is characterized by gon – inflow, goff – backflow conductance and
Pknee forward threshold pressure. The relation for dp pressure gradient
and q flowrate between the two connectors are:

dp =

{
pass/gon + Pknee for pass > 0
pass+ Pknee otherwise

q =

{
pass+ Pknee for pass > 0
pass× goff + Pknee × goff otherwise

Inertia element is characterized by the I–intertance parameter and the
relationship between pressure and solution flow of the two connectors:

qout = −qin
dqin

dt = pin−pout

I

Table 3.1: Icon and description of hydraulic components of Physiolibrary
(21.). These are used, e.g., in order to model cardiovascular system.

rithm solving this problem has exponential time complexity. The heuris-
tic methods (evolution strategies), randomization methods (Monte-Carlo
method) and others are commonly used in order to find at least some pa-
rameter estimation in a reasonable time. Therefore, in further work of this
thesis an evolution strategy, genetic algorithm, was choosen as most robust
for common models and system was proposed and implemented, which in-
tegrates this algorithm implemented in MATLAB environment and model
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simulation implemented in Modelica language.
The specific model of a studied system that is implemented in Modelica

can be simulated in some Modelica tool. Or can be exported into a standard
Functional Mockup Unit (FMU). Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) defines
FMU as a standardized XML metadata description, packaged together with
a binary library .DLL (or .SO), following a standardized API, published by
Blochwitz et al. [19]4. This API can be used to get/set values of model
variables and to simulate the model.

4. Results
The pilot virtual infrastructure dedicated for research purposes, as proposed
by the author of this thesis (3.), was established to consolidate and share
resources among different projects.

4.1 Medical Image Sharing

The pilot infrastructure of several servers was installed in several institu-
tions in Prague, Czech Republic. Globus Toolkit and Globus MEDICUS
were installed on them, the system connected with MEDIMED project inte-
grates classical production system to share medical images with grid-based
PACS system via the DICOM protocol. The grid-based system was tested
with about 1300 DICOM records and enhanced with simple DICOMViewer
available as web application. The grid-based solution allows to store large
set of data records and manage replicas. The standard protocol to transfer
data files gridFTP allows to effectively transfer parts of the files to the de-
sired location from existing replicas within grid infrastructure to a desired
location where an image processing can be performed. Current systems
of sharing medical images may suffer from the problem of single point of
failure or bottleneck. The grid-based solution brings robustness against the
mentioned problems.

4https://www.fmi-standard.org/ accessed February 2015
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

4.2 Remote Voice Analysis

RDP protocol was customized and support for transferring sound recording
was implemented. A client plugins were customized for the Linux "rdesk-
top" application as well as for the Windows default "tsclient" application.
The plugin initiates sound recording from a sound device and creates a cus-
tom RDP channel. A raw data obtained from the sound device is transferred
to the custom RDP channel. The server plugin writes the data from the cus-
tom channel directly to a file in WAV format and offers sound samples to the
analytical application for real-time processing. The schematic architecture
of the system is in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Architecture of a system for remote voice analysis and RDP
plugins for sound recording redirection.

The default sound recording features of RDP protocol version 5.2 and
7.0 degrades sound quality transferred to the server application, further-
more, some samples of the sound were lost and sound become garbled or
scratchy. The sound quality using the custom RDP channel is without loss
of information and acceptable for further analysis. Additionally, the remote
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

application with custom RDP plugin was packaged as a virtual machine
template and can be provisioned on cloud computing infrastructure in case
of the need.

The application allows to record the voice of patient, the voice signal is
transferred to remote application where it is processed and analyzed, the
results are visualized in real-time. The application is now used by several
voice therapists and voice pedagogues in different areas of the Czech Re-
public and Slovakia to analyze the voice in non-invasive way in order to see
e.g. the progress of the voice training methods.

4.3 Computational Physiology

4.3.1 Modeling Methodology

Within the thesis, the modeling methodology was improved in an area of
modeling cardiovascular system in a complex integrative way, which can
be used for research and educational purposes. A set of recommendation
was published: (1) to use acausal connector (special purpose class where no
causality (what is input and output) is defined), (2) utilize object-oriented
features in order to separate pure model from the specific experiment, (3)
combine textual and diagram notation in order to express mathematical
equations/component relations. This lead to more exact and understand-
able model for domain experts. The table 3.1 contains definition of ba-
sic components of hydraulic domain used to model cardiovascular system.
Figure 4.2 shows an implementation of the model published originally by
Fernandez de Canete [20] in Modelica language published in (7.). Such
medium complex models are important for further studies. Methodology
and it’s usage in education is described in publication by the author of this
thesis in (1.) and (7.).
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

Figure 4.2: Implementation of the model of cardiovascular system [20] in
Modelica language using components of Physiolibrary (21.). The connected
components is compiled by the Modelica tool with the equation defined in
Table 3.1. In this case the 209 equations (133 are trivial and 76 are non-trivial
equations) are generated and causality is solved by the tool.

4.3.2 Parameter Estimation

The proposed architecture of the system for parameter estimation (Figure
4.3) was influenced by the need of some interactivity and for the overall
accessibility for users, which is fulfilled by the web UI.

The Modelica models is exported to standardized FMU and wrapped
with a RESTful webservice implemented in .NET ServiceStack framework1

allowing remote control of simulation. In the time of writing this thesis, the
most stable Modelica tool was Dymola version 20152, and most stable ex-
port was to FMU for a MS Windows platform. Several RESTful web services
packaged in a virtual machine template was instantiated in scientific cloud.
The overall performance and speedup estimation were tested against the
Modelica implementation of complex physiological model HumMod [17],
the Modelica implementation of a model of hemodynamics of the cardio-
vascular system, originally published by Meurs [21] and the model of O2,
CO2 and H+ binding on hemoglobin, published by Matejak et al. and con-
tributed by the author of this thesis (2.)

To summarize the results from Table 4.1, the low complex model scales
up to 40 CPUs with a speedup of 15. The medium complex model scales up
to 80 CPUs with a speedup of 56 and complex model scales up to 160 CPUs
(and probably more) with a speedup of 122. Practically, good parameter

1https://servicestack.net accessed April 2015
2http://www.dynasim.se - Dymola tool, accessed March 2015
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

Figure 4.3: Architecture of a system that employs genetic algorithm and
distributes the task simulate into a cloud computing environment.

estimation was obtained after 200 generations with population of 640, which
implicates that the computation time can be reduced from four days to 47
minutes in the case of complex model and from 14 hours to 15 minutes in
the case of medium complex model.

The parameter estimation on low complex model suffers with major net-
work overhead. Thus, such low complex models can be effectively identified
on local cluster with comparable time of computation.
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compl. name S(10) S(20) S(30) S(40) S(50) S(60) S(80) S(160)
high HumMod [17] 10 20.4 24.8 35.4 41.8 49.8 64.0 122
medium Meurs2011[21] 8.70 16.6 24.4 29.6 32.9 38.7 55.9 53.0
low Matejak2014[22] 7.50 11.8 12.5 15.4 15.7 14.7 16.7 12.6

Table 4.1: Comparison of model scalability and complexity. Speedup S on 10
CPUs till 160 CPUs of parameter estimation, using cloud computing clus-
ter on 1-6 virtual machines, each 10 CPUs (2x5-core Intel E5-2620 2GHz,
1Gbit/s Ethernet.) (resp. 5-10 virtual machines, each 16 CPUs on physical
hardware 2x 8-core Intel E5-2670 2.6GHz). Genetic algorithm configured
with a population 120 (resp. 640) individuals for 10 (resp. 20) generations.
Speedup estimated from measuring the serial computation on 1 CPU.

4.4 Adair-based Oxygen Binding to Hemoglobin

The parameter estimation was used to compute parameters of newly con-
structed model of hemoglobin integrating O2 , CO2 and H+ binding based
on theoretical principles, which were verified on the parameter estimation
algorithm system described above and noted as the low complex model
Matejak2014 published as (2.). The author of this thesis implemented the
model in Modelica language and estimated parameters of dissociation con-
stants of the chemical reaction of oxygen binding to different forms of
hemoglobin comparing the simulated saturation curves of O2 with the ex-
periments published in scientific literature.

4.5 Parameter Sweep

The desktop grid BOINC framework was customized and a system was
established for parameter sweep application. The established project, Phys-
iome@home, and it’s project web page, http://physiome.lf1.cuni.cz/ident3/
physiome, manages workunit tasks which are downloaded and executed by
BOINC workers. The worker application consist of a packaged model that
is exported as FMU for a Windows platform and of a universal preconfig-
ured wrapper application provided by BOINC framework, which integrates
generic application with a BOINC manager on the desired volunteer com-
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puter. Workunits are generated by a tool within BOINC framework.
Parameter sweep method can enhance the ability to perform identifia-

bility and uncertainity analysis of general complex models and can deliver
results of explored parameter space in a reasonable time.

5. Discussion
The presented solution, which is based on Globus MEDICUS, is, in gen-
eral, a data warehouse, that stores one or more copies of DICOM images.
However, federated files and metadata that are stored within home institu-
tions, which only share network infrastructure to interchange the DICOM
studies, seems to be a preferred and more acceptable solution by hospitals
today, as published by Chervenak et al. [23]. The grid computing infras-
tructure seems to be suitable for research and educational purposes, but not
generally acceptable for clinical use.

In the case of remote voice analysis, the remote access to an application
keeps the majority of user experience via network protocol, as presented in
section 4.2. It is a way how to migrate legacy application into the computing
infrastructure and how to offer it as a service via network protocols. Cloud
computing allows to instantiate the virtual machine with such service on
demand.

In the case of the application for parameter estimation presented in sec-
tion 4.3, the computation is sensitive on communication overhead. For sim-
ple models, local high performance computing (HPC) resources are most
beneficial. For medium and highly complex models, the deployment of
worker nodes into a cloud computing environment is worth considering.
Another challenge is to estimate optimal size of population for genetic al-
gorithm in order to optimize computational time and reduce suboptimal
results, as proposed by Gotshall et al. [24].

The parameter sweep problem is considered as embarrassingly parallel
and highly suitable for high throughput computing (HTC), which is the
main focus of current grid computing infrastructures.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION

When porting an application to a grid environment, one of the important
decision is the platform of the used system, which is sometimes hard to
involve, e.g., within the thesis the were available code from a third party
tool for the MS Windows platform only. This can determine the platform
of the worker node and the virtualization - or, in the case of parameter
estimation, cloud computing is utilized on a prepared platform. In the
case of parameter sweep, a desktop grid computing BOINC worker and
application for a MS Windows platform is prepared for volunteers with the
compatible system. To utilize the service grid infrastructure, an export of
the model into a FMU library and implementation of the wrapper service
must be done in the grid computing platform, which is usually a Linux
based system. An option can be to use WINE1 – a compatibility layer that
is capable of running Windows applications on several POSIX-compliant
operating systems, such as Linux, Mac OSX and BSD. This would allow
utilizing traditional service grid infrastructure for, e.g., parameter sweep
application having an advantage not to maintain the desktop grid BOINC
server.

For smaller types of application and scientific community with their own
tools, the question is, whether or not to invest on porting their tools to grid
specific platform and parallel programming model. In the case of integrat-
ing with a service grid middleware or with desktop grid framework, expert
knowledge is needed to configure and customize the system. This is the case
for the sharing of medical images (section 4.1) and for parameter estimation
and parameter sweep, which was tried with the desktop grid approach -
BOINC framework.

Virtualization facilitates the integration effort, as presented in the case
of remote analysis of the human voice (section 4.2) and in the case of de-
ployment of worker nodes in a cloud computing environment for parameter
estimation (section 4.3).

Based on previous results and ideas, the answer to the research questions
can be formulated:

1https://www.winehq.org/ WINE. Accessed March 2015
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION

• Is it beneficial to utilize grid computing and cloud computing technology for
the processing of medical information and how?

Grid computing and cloud computing can significantly speedup pa-
rameter study of medium and complex models in computational phys-
iology. Such a speedup could influence its applicability in clinical use.
For the case of sharing and processing medical images or analysis of
voice signals, grid computing or cloud computing introduces tech-
nology that facilitates cooperation among a community of users from
different geographically dispersed areas and facilitates the sharing of
large data sets.

• What are the limitations of processing medical information in grid or cloud?

Limitation are given by the effort needed to integrate or port an appli-
cation carry out computation or share data. The cost of porting an ap-
plication to cloud computing is reduced by virtualization technology,
rather than to a grid computing environment, which needs additional
work in order to adapt the application for a grid computing platform
and API.

The limitation are given by the theoretical features of algorithms too.
Grid computing and cloud computing are not general solutions for
hard problems (NP-complete problems). With connected with non-
exact methods, a concurrent processing of many tasks may bring an
acceptable non-exact solution.

• How can the grid computing and cloud computing influence the direction of
biomedical research?

The fact that the computation or data are processed remotely is one of
the paradigm shift. The data moves from files stored in some folder
to elements or objects living somewhere on server or cloud which can
be shared among researchers.

The research infrastructures, e.g. Integrated Structural Biology In-
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frastructure for Europe (INSTRUCT)2, European Life Science Infras-
tructure for Biological Information (ELIXIR)3, European Biomedical
Imaging Infrastructure (Euro-BioImaging)4 and others rely on grid-
computing and cloud-computing infrastructures for science. The pur-
pose of these initiatives is to understand high-level phenotypes from
genomic, metabolomic, proteomic, imaging and other types of data.
They also require multi-scale mathematical models and simulations,
as noted e.g. by Hunter et al. [25] in his strategy for Virtual Physio-
logical Human (VPH)5.

The integration with multidimensional models of geometrical, me-
chanical properties and the time-dependence of the compartment’s
data, which is taken from medical and biological repositories, can
highly improve complex models of human physiology which are based
mainly on lumped-parameter approach. E.g. Itu et al. achieved
parameter identification on simplified windkessel model of hemody-
namics in order to study aortic coarctation, which is based on pro-
cessing of MRI, and requires 6-8 minutes of computation time on a
standard personal computer [26]. One of the challenge of systems bi-
ology approach, as identified by Kohl et al. [27], is to use multiparam-
eter perturbation to identify the safe areas, e.g., for multitarget drug
profile. The results presented in section 4.3 shows that the parame-
ter study can be done on much more complex models in a reasonable
time. The computation is able to become practical for clinical and fur-
ther research towards patient-specific health care, in silico trails and
drug discovery.

Based on the previous answers, another research question can be formu-
lated for further research in the technology domain:

How can biomedical research influence the direction of grid-computing and
cloud-computing development?

2https://www.structuralbiology.eu/ accessed March 2015
3http://www.elixir-europe.org/ accessed March 2015
4http://www.eurobioimaging.eu/ accessed March 2015
5http://www.vph-institute.org/ accessed March 2015
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION

One area of discussion about this theme is how to preserve scientific data
in long term in order to prevent loss of them [28, 29]. The provenance and
reproducibility of scientific results implied a need to long-term preservation
of scientific data, however, if it is left on individual researcher, there is loss
of data, as analysed by Vines et al. or Heidorn [28, 29].

Another area of discussion is how to facilitate access to computational
resources for large amounts of small scientific group, which have limited
resources to port, integrate or customize their current tools and processes
– to support the "long-tail" of science. The "long-tail" movement was first
noted and described by Anderson [30] in the business domain. The long-tail
term comes from a feature of statistical distribution, e.g., pareto distribution,
where only a few (e.g., 20% – noted as head) elements have a high probabil-
ity of some events (e.g., product being sold), while the rest (e.g., 80% – noted
as tail) have a small probability. Thus, most businesses focus on hits (20%
of products, the 80-20 rule). The expansion of the Internet and its related
technologies have caused reduced sales, marketing and delivery costs for
the products from the niche (80% of products) – long-tail. A strategy that
focused on these kinds of products became profitable and successful, e.g.,
for companies such as Amazon or Apple.[30]. Cloud computing technolo-
gies seem to be customizable and may be an enabling technology to focus
on long-tail science, as noted e.g. by Weinhardt et al. [31].

How to facilitate and decrease an effort to develop, customize and port
domain-specific application to some distributed computing model? This
problem motivated, e.g., Anjum et al. to establish "platform as a service"
(category of cloud computing service model) integrating several grid com-
puting and cloud computing standards glueing via service oriented archi-
tecture approach [32]. Complementary approach is to support consultation,
training and exchange in research software development toward the do-
main scientists, e.g., as presented by Crouch et al. regarding the Software
Sustainable Institute within United Kingdom [33].
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6. Conclusion
This thesis presents the infrastructure, which, thanks to virtualization tech-
nology, joined several domain-specific tools in the field of sharing and pro-
cessing medical images, performing real-time voice analysis and simulating
human physiology.

A seamless integration of grid-based PACS system was established with
the current distributed system in order to share DICOM medical images.
The grid-based solution brings robustness against the mentioned problems.

Access to real-time voice analysis application via remote desktop tech-
nology brings this type of service to any computer that can connect to the
Internet. This connects voice therapists and voice pedagogues in differ-
ent areas of the Czech Republic and Slovakia to analyze the voice in non-
invasive way and to see e.g. the progress of the voice training methods.

A system and portal was introduced in order to support the analysis and
building of complex models of human physiology in the phase of parameter
estimation and parameter sweep. Furthermore, additional computational
nodes can be joined flexibly by starting the prepared virtual machines in
cloud computing deployment.

The methodology of building complex models of human physiology was
contributed with the recommendation and implementation of acausal and
object-oriented modeling techniques. Methods for conducting a parameter
study were shown, as well as the parameter study of complex models that
gain substantial speedup by utilizing cloud computing deployment. This
makes such kinds of complex studies applicable in physiological and bio-
logical research in future.
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